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Introduction

And the LORD said, My spirit shall not always strive with man, 
for that he also is flesh: yet his days shall be 
an hundred and twenty years – 120 years. - Gen 6:3

Jesus unto his disciples, If any man will come after me, 
let him deny himself, and take up his cross, and follow me.
                                                                           Math 16:24

Elements of evil invade us through our body and block our 
mind, even as it tends towards goodness. 
Father, please guide us so that in this battle our mind, which 
seeks the good, will not be restrained and defeated by our 
body.
                                                                                                                                   /SMM March 6, 1957
                                                                                                                                   Cheon Seong Gyeong
                                                                                                                                   True Parents Holy Prayer



Introduction

“…no matter how devout a believer may be, he cannot attain 
physical salvation through redemption by the cross of Jesus. 

His original sin, which has been passed down through the lineage 
from Adam, is not eliminated at its root, and will not be until Jesus 
returns again to complete the work of salvation both spiritually and 
physically” (DP, pp. 118-19).



Introduction

Where is the spirit world? 
It is in your bodies. 
Thus, you go around with the spirit world on your shoulders, 
attending it – there is no escaping it. 

The spirit world exists. It exists for this world, and this world 
exists for the sake of the eternal world. 

People may question, “Where in the world is God? 
Can there be a God in this world? Where on earth is the spirit 
world?” God’s dwelling place is the spirit world.

                                                                                                                                          /SMM 11 Apr 1982



Introduction

The purpose of life on earth is mind-body perfection

What is the purpose of the Will? 
It is to perfect humankind spiritually and physically. 
Individually, our spirit represents the past and 
our body the present. Both worlds were invaded. 

We are to conquer the present satanic world physically and the 
past satanic world spiritually. When you triumph over both past 
and present by upholding the standard of mind over matter, 
your future will be blessed.                                      /SMM 4 Aug 1974



Introduction

We need to know that it is the physical world, 
not the spirit world, which is the subject. 

The physical world, not the spirit world, 
is the subject in achieving perfection. 

The perfection of the physical world encompasses the 
perfection of both the spiritual and physical worlds. 

Thus, life on earth is precious.                            /SMM 6 Feb 1977



Your body is precious.
 
Don't defile it; fulfill your filial duty instead. 
You need to escape from satan's realm of death 
and carry out your responsibility to serve Heaven 
with a body whose purity God approves.

This is the highest goal and the standard that human 
beings should have. 
According to the Principle of Creation, 
you must be that way.        /SMM 1965.10.09



God invested His whole heart when creating Adam and Eve.
What Adam and Eve received was the seed of 
His true love, true life and true lineage. 

Therefore we must return to that original state. 
It is God who sowed the seed, 
and it is we who must return the fruits. 
No one wants weeds and other rubbish. 
When we ascend to the spirit world, everything about 
our past will be disclosed; therefore we must clean up 
everything before we pass away. 



Although our outward body will return to dust, 
we will still carry what is inside us. 
This is the problem. 

It would have been better if there were nothing inside us 
that we needed to eliminate, but because we still carry 
scars in our hearts, scars formed by the pangs of 
conscience, we need to clean them up. 

                                                        /SMM 2002.06.19
                                                         CSG 2014 Book11 (link)

http://www.euro-tongil.org/swedish/CSG/engCSG2014/CSG14-11%20CEREMONIES%20AND%20HOLIDAYS.pdf


Happy TF 1974

SunMyungMoon
   Divine Speaker/Healer of Spirit and Bodies  



“The Jesus of Galilee will not return - it is not necessary.“

“The Christ who manifested through him is the Eternal – 
he will manifest again. “

Comment: It’s the Return of Jesus 
as Adams 2 Divine Sinless Bodies – Physical & Spiritual  
that is the 2nd Coming of Christ.

“ Mr. Moon in deep meditation can project himself 
and be seen just as Jesus has been able to project 
himself and be seen by the saints. ”

“This is one of the marks - of the messiahs always.“



“The world has known many saviors. 
The very word savior means a healer.”

“Mr. Moon is one who is to heal, not simply 
the bodies, 
but the minds and the spirits of men.”

“And when a person is healed he is free.”



2 Bodies
 in One !

I Cor. 15:44 'It is sown a physical body, it is raised a SPIRITUAL BODY. 
If there is a physical BODY, there is also a spiritual BODY'I
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It will be much faster for earthly people to be restored. 
The number of spirits is very great.

And they must go through the resurrection in an 
indirect way.
                                                  /SMM 1965:4

Comment: Sprits are seeking Vitality elements for their growth! 
Indirect = Vitality Elements needed from 
physical human body = physical people on Earth.

http://www.euro-tongil.org/swedish/english/65_4.htm
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We are made up of millions and billions of tiny particles, 
as defined in physics and chemistry. 
We are matter, and matter is made up of elemental, 
atomic particles…
if you were to keep stripping down each particle you 
would find they are made completely of energy.

Your physical body is made entirely of energy.



The space between you and others around you 
is filled with energy. 
Different energies can become connected and influence
each other. 
Quantum physicists call this phenomena quantum 
entanglement.
 
You are connected to other people in ways that you 
cannot see and one of those ways is through 
energetic cords. 

Source: 
www.utsalumni.org/news/the-energetic-cords-that-connect-us-15301/#sthash.nEAxabai.dpuf 



_________________________________________

The Spiritual Fall and the Physical Fall

Spirit
self

Physical
self

God created human beings with two components: 
the spiritual self and the physical self. 
The human Fall likewise took place in two dimensions: 
the spiritual and the physical.



__________________________________________

The fall which took place through the sexual 
relationship between the angel and Eve was the 
spiritual fall, while the fall which occurred through the 
sexual relationship between Eve and  Adam was the 
physical fall. 

Spirit
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Physical
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The Spiritual Fall and the Physical Fall



And the LORD God said unto the serpent, 
Because you have done this, you are cursed above 
all cattle, and above every beast of the field; 
upon your belly shall you go, 
and dust shall you eat all the days of your life  Gen. 3:14

Comment: “Dust” = evil vitality elements
                   “Evil inspiration” = evil Spirit elements

Evil Spirit
elements

Evil vitality
elements



Evil
Spirits

Evil person on earthEvil person on earth
Satan’s object partners are evil spirits in the spirit world. The 
object partners to these evil spirits are the spirit selves of evil 
people on the earth, and the vehicles through which these evil 
spirit selves act are their physical selves ( DP96 p.  69).

___________________________________________________
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Accordingly, the power of Satan is conveyed 
through evil spirits and is manifested in the 
activities of earthly people.

Evil
Spirits

Evil person on earthEvil person on earth

___________________________________________________
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Sin
Human
beingsSatan

Common baseCommon base

Condition for Condition for 
give and receive give and receive 

actionaction

Violation of Violation of 
heavenly lawheavenly law

Sin is a violation of heavenly law which is committed 
when a person forms a common base with Satan, thus 
setting a condition for give and receive action with him (p.  
72).



The Human Fall of Adam & Eve
brought horror to them and all mankind



•  WE are not the body nor the mind

•  WE are the one who HAS the BODY and HAS the MIND!

•  The universal mind is everywhere, omnisceint omnipotent

•  The body is a printout of the THOUGHTS of our INNER SELF

Spirit/Physical Mind+Body



•  The body is made up of particles (neptons, quarks…)

•  These particels are nonmaterial
    fluctuations of energy and information
    in a world of energy and information

•  99,99% of our body is empty space, full of intelligence

•  We are a non-material, 
   FIELD of AWARENESS that 
   INTERACT with OUR OWN SELVES
   THAT THEN BECOMES MIND + BODY

   DP: SPIRIT MIND + BODY with PHYSICAL MIND + BODY

Summary



1.    Purpose

   What is your purpose in this life? 
Do you know what your gifts and talents are? 
Are you fulfilling your God-given purpose to help, 
encourage or contribute to the universe or society? 

LIVE FOR OTHERS!   /SMM







5 Great truths of the Body

1.   98% of the body cells renew every year
     WE the conscous ”I” am not MY BODY!
1.   the body is a changeable energy field, 

  an information field
     ex. You are told you have cancer
           will emidietly change 

       PHYSICAL processes in you body !
3. You can change your experience of time
    when you are happy, fell in love…time stood still
4. You can change the expression of your genes!
5. You can always use your timeless awareness 

 to change. Awareness is the key!



5 Great truths of the Soul
When you are connected to your full cionscousness…

1.  …your life is full of effortless spontinuanoity.
        ask is it fun , is it easy am I getting result
2.  …you spontainously feel joy love and compassion
3.  …acess to unlimited imagination and creativity
4.  …you experience state of grace! Syncronism.
5.  …you have power of intention, you chooce evolution 

     over entropi.





Suffering according to DivinePrinciple

1.   Not knowing the True Nature of Reality
  (Life is following Spiritual Laws- Live for Others)

     DP: FallofMan made man ignorant of
         External (Science) and Internal (Spiritual) truth.

1.   holding on to that which is in-permanent
  ignorans of Spir World and Life after Death

2.   being afraid of … holding on to that …(2)
  loss of spir. sences

3.   having a false ego
  4 fallen natures

4.   Fear of Death
      ignorence of ”Death” = Birth into Spir. World



In New Essentials of Unification Thought, it is stated: 

“Unity between the spirit mind and the physical mind 
refers to a way of life in which one places priority on 
living a life of truth, goodness and beauty, 
and makes the life of food, clothing and shelter secondary, 
through having the physical mind subservient to the 
spirit mind.



However, due to the fall, human beings have come 
to lead a self-centered, material life in which their 
physical mind dominates their spirit mind, 
and it is from this that all the pains, suffering, 
and unhappiness of human beings has come into being.

”The mention of “self-centered, material life” and 
“the life of food, clothing and shelter” again shows 
that the understanding is that the focus of the 
physical mind is on material concerns “of the self”’

Source: Mind-Body-Unity-a-New-Paradigm
www.deeperdp.com/finish/5-additional-resources/61-mind-body-unity-a-new-paradigm
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Words on Bodily Restoration
by Dr. Sun Myung Moon

1960-73



The Restoration of the Body

1) The Body and Spirit as a Result of the Fall

The body is Satan's performing stage. 

It is the basis of evil, the root of evil, and the palace of Satan. 
The flesh is the enemy because it is the element of Satan. 
The body directs your life and stays with you during earthly 
life. 



The Restoration of the Body

The spirit pursues what belongs to God. 
The conscience is the fortress of God. 

Since the enemy's blood is in the body, 
Satan rules the mind. 

The mind accompanies you eternally as a guide to life.

                                                         /SMM 1960-72



The Restoration of the Body

2) The Propensity of the Fallen Flesh

The flesh is always reluctant to follow the way of the spirit. 

The mind and body stimulate us to follow our physical 
desires and to serve ourselves alone. 

Also, the body wants to go up higher and higher, 
and it becomes arrogant. 



The Restoration of the Body

The more it is fed, the more it wants to eat; 
the more it is rested, the more it wants to rest. 

Also, the body does not like what is rough and 
rugged but likes what is plump, sleek, and soft.

Furthermore, it does not like bowing down and sacrificing.

                                                          /SMM 1967-73 



The Restoration of the Body

3) The Proportion of Power between the Mind and Body

As the mind and body of fallen man fight against each other, 
the proportion of their strengths has been quite equal, 
about ten to eight. 

The body is connected to the whole world, but the mind 
is connected to only one path. 
Although the environment has occupied the fallen body, 
the mind has been following one track. 



The Restoration of the Body

When you try to do something evil, fear comes to your mind. 
If you nevertheless go ahead with it, all your accumulated 
merit will crumble. 

The mind intervenes at the beginning of the action, 
but finally the body rules it. 

Hence, although the proportion of strength is ten to eight 
in favor of the mind, still the mind gets pushed back by 
the body.
                                                                        /SMM 1967 



The Restoration of the Body

This world is an expansion of the seed 
that has been sown in the individual; 
hence, it is an extension of me. 

We are living in such a social environment today. 
We are living within such a boundary. 
This is human life.



The Restoration of the Body

The question is how big my own area is. 

Some will go this way, and others will go the opposite way. 

You are also walking a path that has been walked 
by your ancestors. 

Following the body means going in the direction of evil; 
following the mind means going in the direction of good.



The Restoration of the Body

If the mind's pursuit occupies at least sixty percent of an 
individual, that individual's tribe will dominate the world. 

What has religion been doing so far? 
There is only one thing to be conquered. 
It is not the family, the nation, or the world. 
It is my own self. 

Thus, religion has been trying to conquer the self.



The Restoration of the Body

You should know this. 
My self is always standing at the crossroads between 
good and evil.

Then how should you proceed? 
If what you pursue is divided fifty and fifty for the mind 
and body, it is not admissible. 

Such a person will only go to the middle level of 
the spiritual world, a cease-fire zone. 



The Restoration of the Body

If the portion of the body is sixty percent over the mind, 
then the person will go to hell. 

What kind of place is hell? It is a shady place. 

What kind of place is Heaven? It is a shiny place. 

That kind of person will inevitably go to the shady place. 
The farther you go down, the darker it gets.

                                                                   /SMM 1970



The Restoration of the Body

1) The Attitude for Bodily Restoration

Don't ever follow the body, and don't ever go to an evil place. 
Human feelings and human norms easily lead to Satan and 
evil, so we should deny them. 

You have to go to a repair shop. 
There you should be quickly disassembled. 

In this process, you should deny all the thoughts,
power, concepts, and position you had before.



The Restoration of the Body

You have no choice, although it makes you unhappy. 
Without this, you cannot be repaired.

You will be told to stifle the body, to sacrifice, to be humble, 
and to suppress arrogance. 

You will be asked to give up your appetites, 
your sexual desire, and material greed. 

You should follow the path of fasting and tribulation.



The Restoration of the Body

We should pray hard and work hard for the sake of God's will. 
If we make all effort with one heart, then the power of the mind 
will come to us as a matter of course. 
Today, people talk about self-cultivation and morality, 
yet this is not enough. 
Religion helps us be victorious over our physical desires. 

Therefore, my motto for the whole of my spiritual life is, 
"Gain domination over the self before you desire to
dominate the universe.

How difficult this is!                                /SMM 1961-78



The Restoration of the Body

2) The Method for Dominating the Body

Now, how can we conquer this body? 
What is the method for making it unite with the mind? 
Simply speaking, there are only two ways. 
What is the first method? 

The first method is to conquer the body by force by
dismantling its power; that is, by cutting off its desires 
and feelings.



The Restoration of the Body

This is why fasting and prayer is recommended. 

When you fast and pray, the body loses vitality.
 
Then the mind is glad because it can dominate the body.
 
The next method is to sacrifice and serve. 
It is to die to yourself. 



The Restoration of the Body

These are all actions the body dislikes. 

Thus, true religion starts with denying all relationship 
with the body. This is the conclusion. Do you understand? 

Ladies and gentlemen look at the Scriptures of all religions. 
Do any of them tell us to eat and live comfortably? 
None of them do that. 
Religion tells us to wish blessing upon others even at 
the point of death. 
This is impossible with the body. 
Such things are ways of force, fully bringing down and 
capturing the body.



The Restoration of the Body

What is the second method of dominating the body? 
The mind and body fight because they are similar in strength. 

The second method is to reinforce the mind. 
Do you understand it? You should give strength to the mind. 
There are only these two methods. 

Thus, you have to make all kinds of spiritual conditions. 
Spiritual conditions will open the gate of your mind. 
When it is open, a strong power comes out and 
overpowers the body. 



The Restoration of the Body

You must have heard about being spiritually open. 
When this happens, great power is produced from the mind. 

So far, the body has always beaten the mind because 
it was weak.

But what if we inject strength to the mind and increase its 
power two or three times? 

Then it can easily take the lead over the body. 
It can drag it along. 



The Restoration of the Body

Just as canaries swell up with air, what will happen if the 
mind receives power? 

It will become strong, right? 

Then you will be so much with the mind that just thinking 
about what body wants to do will offend you. 

A spiritually open person receives great power in the mind, 
and his body follows the mind almost effortlessly.



The Restoration of the Body

The source of the mind's power is love, so if the 
explosive power of the mind is connected to God, 
then I can unify huge areas; I can achieve the deepest 
wishes of humankind, and possess the Kingdom of Heaven, 
to live together eternally. 

The secret for this is love. Love is an elevator and the 
absolute key to unification.

The power of love should be restored to the mind. 
Therefore, when you are religious, you experience joy. 
 
You are happy whether you close your eyes, open your eyes, 
or live for tens of thousands of years.



The Restoration of the Body

If there is such a person, what will happen? 
If such a love power comes to you, what will happen?
 
All the cells will be focused on this love as if they were 
electrified, and they will dance in its embrace. 

Although it may seem like a single dance, actually the 
whole world will follow the beat. 

In order to generate such a power, you should make 
spiritual conditions.



The Restoration of the Body

Through this, if you go over the limits of the fall and 
become a total minus, a perfect plus will come to you, 
even if you ask him not to come. 

Apart from these two ways, there is no way to control the body. 

God is using these strategies to complete the domination 
of the body.

                                                                     /SMM 1967-74



The Restoration of the Body

The Kingdom of Heaven comes only when the fight 
between the mind and body ceases. 

Let us try to be people who can lead the body at will. 
The fight occurs because the power of mind and body 
are five to five. 

So pump up the mind with a high pressure and blow it 
up ten times, thereby raising the ratio up to five and fifty. 



The Restoration of the Body

Then the body will succumb to the mind, as a child to an adult. 
It is like an elementary school student matched against 
a wrestling champion. 

Like an electric shock, with this power you will receive a 
strength that makes you feet your cells are bursting out.

If you proceed with the conviction that the mind and body can 
become one within three years, God will come to you and 
work within you. 

Our spirits should be a stage on which God can work.

                                                                           /SMM 1969-73



The Restoration of the Body

3) God Comes when We Unite Mind and Body

If your body acquires the habit of not following Satan, 
you will realize that you are a totally new being and 
moving toward Heaven. 

God will work for you, and you will feel tremendous power 
swell up from your spirit. 
Shall we call this cosmic power? 

It is a power to unify and dominate the whole. 



The Restoration of the Body

Then there would be no match for you. 
God will work within us and desire to dwell within us. 
Then we can feel acutely that we are living with God. 

Until we arrive at this point, we cannot call ourselves children 
of God. 

When all this is realized, the body becomes a Holy temple. 

When you come near a bad smell, you will get a headache; 
when you try to go to a bad place, your feet will start aching. 
The body will sense the situation first and inform us.



Quote Divine Principle; 

What did the Tabernacle symbolize? 
Jesus likened his body to the Temple in Jerusalem
- John 2:19-21

We who believe in him are called God’s temples
- I Cor. 3:16

The Temple was thus a representation of Jesus 
in image.

/endquote



The Restoration of the Body

Originally, humans were not supposed to dominate 
the earth alone, but also the spiritual world. 

The Divine Principle speaks truly when it says that 
God comes when the mind and body are united.

                                                                        /SMM 1961-73



The Restoration of the Body

We should realize again that we are in the wrong, 
and become children and object partners of the 
absolute being by uniting our minds and bodies 
so that we can live eternally in the world of happiness. 

This I wish for you. This is the true path for human life.

                                                                  /SMM 1971

Source see more:
www.tparents.org/moon-books/twyp/Twyp-2-2.htm



Witnessing is the path of taking action to receive 
certificates from God and Satan. 

You should strive, even fight, to make the conditions 
that will entitle you to receive those certificates. 

Hence the greatest enemy is not Satan, but yourself. 

That is because the enemy manifests through your own body. 

To put it another way, because we are connected to Satan 
through our bloodline, our bodies stand in the position 
of the enemy.                           
                                                                      /SMM 19710206



If you analyze the meaning of the phrase, "internal 
and external Cheon Il Guk," it refers to the internal 
and external Cosmic Nation of Peace and Unity. 

The internal Cheon Il Guk cannot be completed on its
own. It becomes complete only through the external 
Cheon Il Guk. 
This is because heaven and earth were all destroyed 
because of the external Cheon Il Guk, namely 
Adam and Eve's bodies. 

Now we have established internal and external 
Cheon Il Guk. 
The era of Cheon Il Guk has dawned, and the era of the
kingdom of peace and unity has begun.           /SMM 2005/01/01

CBG Book 5



The Human  Mind

The human mind consists of 
the spirit mind and physical mind.
 
The relationship between these two minds is like 
that between internal nature and external form. 
When they become one through give and receive 
action with God as their center, 
they form a united functioning entity which 
guides the spirit self and physical self to become 
harmonious and progress toward the purpose of creation. 

This united entity is the mind of a human being.                 
                                                             /Divine Principle Ch. 1



The Human  Conscience

The conscience is that faculty of the human mind which, 
by virtue of its inborn nature, always directs us toward 
what we think is good. 
However, due to the Fall, human beings have become ignorant 
of God and thus ignorant of the absolute standard of goodness. 

For this reason, we are unable to set the proper standard of 
judgment for our conscience. 
As the standard of goodness varies, 
the standard of our conscience also fluctuates; 
this causes frequent conflict even among those who advocate 
a conscientious life.  
                                                             /Divine Principle Ch. 1



The Original Mind 

The original mind is that faculty of the human mind 
which pursues absolute goodness. 
It relates to the conscience as internal nature to 
external form. 

A person's conscience directs him to pursue goodness 
according to the standard which he has set up in ignorance, 
even though it may differ from the original standard. 

However, the original mind, being sensitive to the proper 
direction, repels this faulty standard and works to 
correct the conscience.  
                                                             /Divine Principle Ch. 1



The Evil Mind 

As long as our spirit mind and physical mind are under 
the bondage of Satan, the functioning entity they form 
through their give and take action is called the evil mind. 

The evil mind continually drives people to do evil. 

Our original mind and conscience direct us to repel the evil mind. 
They guide us in desperate efforts to reject evil desires
and cling to goodness by breaking our ties with Satan and 
turning to face God.  
                                                             /Divine Principle Ch. 1



The Restoration of the Mind

The original mind and physical mind conflict with each other. 
The physical mind cannot encroach (penetrate)
into the realm of the original mind and influence it. 

The lineage was changed. 
God and Satan will always be divided. 
Gold cannot be combined with marble or granite. 
Gold is always gold. 

If everybody insisted on becoming the subject, 
the core and partner would not be needed. 
They would both just disappear.                 /SMM Mar 30 2007



The official name of the Unification Movement is 
the “Holy Spirit for the Unification of World Christianity.” 
One of the key doctrines at the foundation of the movement’s 
teaching is that of the “First Blessing” of “Individual Perfection,” 
where we are to become one with God by developing our
“Inner Mind.”  

This is the first of the “Three Blessings” and is the key 
to the rest of the Principle, or as Christians would say, Logos.  
So, in essence, we are to be a movement led by the “Holy Spirit” 
whose main mission is to encourage people to realize 
the “First Blessing” of “Individual Perfection.”

Source: Our “Original Mind” Meets “The Inner Light” ~ 
             Robert Maynard (UTS’89)

http://www.utsalumni.org/news/our-original-mind-meets-the-inner-light-robert-maynard-uts89-13373/


It is not the judge who authorizes a release from prison. 
Then who can do it? It is the prosecutor who gives permission. 
Without obtaining the endorsement of the prosecutor's office, 
you cannot be released. In this court, the prosecutor is Satan. 

Without Satan's approval God cannot say, "You are my child, 
I will save you!" You have to get Satan's approval without fail. 
Have you received Satan's endorsement or not? 
You must get Satan's approval. What does the Unification 
Church teach? It teaches the way to obtain Satan's approval. 

This approval is not only spiritual. You need to receive it as 
a substantial being of both spirit and body. 

                                                         /SMM 1966.12.11



You should know how precious your physical life is. 

Only during this period in your physical body can you resurrect 
the universe and unify all of heaven and earth. 

Not even God and all things combined could be exchanged 
for the physical world. 

God and the universe cannot be perfected without
a human being in a physical body. 

Therefore the entire cosmos could not be exchanged for
a physical body.
                                                          /SMM 1977.02.13 - CSG14



Life on earth and eternal life in the spirit world are not separate;
they are connected. They are both important, yet people who 
live on earth today are unaware of the concept of eternal life. 

Eternal life begins in the present moment; thus you need to be
constantly aware of it, in relation to the kingdom of heaven. 

If you do not understand this, you will go astray. 

Everything you do now determines your value 
in the spirit world.



The two worlds move facing each other. 
If the physical world ascends, so does the spirit world, and if 
the physical world descends, the spirit world goes down too. 
If one turns, the other does likewise. 

You have to realize this point during your life on earth and live 
in a way that enhances your eternal life.
 
Eternal life and the present world are not separate. 
You cannot grasp this if you do not clearly distinguish between 
heaven and hell. 

Therefore you need to feel the importance of both eternal life 
and life on earth as you work.               
                                                           /SMM 1991.04.16 - CSG14



 2x Divine Good Spirits Selves 
in 2x Divine Bodies

Jesus
2nd Adam

SM Moon
3rd Adam



 worthy to open and to read the scroll… Rev. 5:2



23rd of March  23rd of March  20122012

 worthy to open     and      to read the scroll…



 The Importance
of Physical Body

for Salvation

Physical Body
Salvation 

Spiritual Body
Salvation 

see DP & Resurrection
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Father said that even though second generation are born 
without original sin, the spirits of new born children 
will be clean beginning in the third generation children,

since the spiritual body of first and second generation 
members are stained and blotchy with the sins of our 
ancestors like dirty clothes.

Second generation children live in an environment where 
the Fall can take place at any time, so they must be careful. 



End



Short Vocabulary:

CBG = Cham Bumo Gyeong, Holy Textbook
CSG = Cheon Seong Gyeong, Holy Textbook
PHG = Pyeong Hwa Gyeong, Peace Messages
CIG  = Cheon Il Guk, Two persons become one, KoH
CP   = Cheong Pyeong, Spir. training ground Korea
DP   = Divine Principle, v1973 
EDP = Exposition of Divine Principle, v1996
KoH = Kingdom of Heaven 
LSA = Lord of Second Advent
OT   = Old Testament
NT   = New Testament
CT   = Completed Testament
TF   = True Father, SMM = Sun Myung Moon
TM  = True Mother, Hak Ja Han Moon
UC  = Unification Church

See also extended Vocabulary:
http://www.slideshare.net/bdp003/vocabulary-uc



Reference:
 
           

 

Divine Principle, Revelation by Dr Sun Myung Moon 
   
 

         CSG                       CBG                   PHG

http://www.euro-tongil.org/swedish/english/DP96_Color_Version/
http://www.euro-tongil.org/swedish/CSG/engCSG2014/
http://www.tparents.org/Moon-Books/SunMyungMoon-15PM/0-Toc.htm


Original Beauty remain on Earth!



           The beauty in Gods nature is there 
                          to inspire us!
             Have a great Blessed week.
Prepared for 2nd, 3rd gen... inspiration by Bengt - Sweden/Finland.
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